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Latest 6 Month Recap of Solds – Apr 1, 2018 - Sep 30, 2018
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Most condo owners support full ban of cannabis on premise
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With the legalization of cannabis this fall, Ontario’s condo boards are rushing to pass
rules that address the use of cannabis on premises. At a federal level, Canadians aged
18 and up will be able to purchase cannabis products, possess up to 30 grams and
November
grow up to four plants at home.
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However, condo boards are allowed to regulate the smoking and growing of cannabis
on their property—and even in individual units. While some tenants might find the
rules intrude on their personal enjoyment, there’s actually widespread support for
cannabis regulation. According to a Condo Adviser survey, 87% of condo owners in
November 2018
Ontario believe boards should be able to regulate the growing and consumption of
— NOVEMBER
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cannabis while 79% supported a full ban on premise, with exception for medical
use.
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WHAT ARE DENSITY BENEFIT
SILVER INCENTIVES?
SOLD

Density benefit incentives (DBI) are formal policy tools
set by local governments that encourage developers to
provide community benefits in exchange for increased
density permissions. DBI policies vary by region and
can go by different names. In British Columbia, they’re
commonly known as community amenity contributions.
In Ontario, they’re referred to as height and density
bonusing.
Queen West 1 Bedroom Condo!
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that accommodate the added density, such as park
space, libraries, child care services, public art, community
centres, transportation, cultural facilities, and affordable
housing.
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These policies are put in place to address the demands
for higher density development and the pressure it
places on local amenities and services. In 2016, the City
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Was asking $2,200/month.

Was asking $262,000.
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Many condo units struggle to get natural light as it
is. Unfortunately, as the days get shorter and shorter,
that problem only gets worse. This winter, resolve
to make your condo a sunnier space with strategic
decor. Here are some simple decorating tips that
will make you forget all about the dreary dark days
ahead.
Mirrors, mirrors, mirrors

How to brighten
your condo
during shorter
winter days

Even if you’ve got the tiniest slice of sunlight coming
into your condo, strategically placed mirrors will
help maximize the little light you have. Large mirrors
should be hung directly across from a window,
so light can bounce off the reflective surface and
brighten up the rest of your space.
Lay down a colourful rug
A large, bright rug can immediately boost the mood
of the whole room, not to mention show off your
design chops. Plus, it serves multiple purposes. Your
feet stay nice and cozy and you’ve automatically
defined your space.
Use matte paint on the walls
Glossy paint creates glare. You’d think that would
make a room appear brighter but in fact, it can lead

to unwanted shadows. With matte walls, the light in
your condo will be more evenly reflected.
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Ditch the thick curtains
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As the sun goes down earlier than usual, you’ll have
less need SIGNATURE
for thick curtains. ToWHT
update your window
treatments for the winter, opt for sheer shades that
still give you the privacy you need while allowing
— NOVEMBER
2018 —
sunshine to peek
through.
Clean your windows

AYOUBI

This is not a decor tip, but it’s a step that will quickly
improve how sun filters into your condo. Watermarks,
dust and November
grime can 2018
prevent natural lighting from
spilling into your space, so a quick wipe-down can
easily fix that.
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Create artificial sunlight
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If the above tips don’t give you all the vitamin D
that you need, then try mimicking natural sunlight
with daylight-toned LED light bulbs. These bulbs
emit a pure white light without any tinge of yellow,
making it as close to outdoor lighting as possible.
Place these in areas of your condo where light is
lacking. Pro tip: aim the lighting upwards so that it
illuminates the ceiling.
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